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The Duty of Care
If the product distributed through the Internet is a “conventional” product, then the conventional duty of care to the consumer of the product will be owed. However, if the product falls more into the realm of information, and the consequences of the defendant’s negligence are largely economic, then the duty of care is more likely to be restricted to “a small class of known persons with a sufficiently close relationship to the giver of the information that the duty of care should apply”.

How is that “small class of known persons” to be defined with respect to the distribution through the Internet of a product which is largely information? Here, the distinction between “passive” and “active” Internet sites may be of importance. A passive site publishes information to the world at large. An active site requires the user to interact with the site, by “clicking” into it, or providing information to it, or activating some other mechanism in the site. The more a user interacts with the website, supplying information about the user, or eliciting information or advice tailored to that user’s purposes, the more likely it is that a Court will find a relationship of proximity giving rise to a duty of care.

Case law supports this distinction. In an English case almost a century old, a newspaper offered financial advice in response to readers’ inquiries. The paper printed a reader’s letter asking for a good stockbroker and the newspaper’s response, which recommended someone who was an undischarged bankrupt. The newspaper was held liable for the financial loss the reader sustained in his dealings with the stockbroker.

A more recent U.S. case illustrates the other side of the coin – no duty with respect to published informational content. The publisher of a book on gathering and cooking mushrooms, which inaccurately identify a poisonous mushroom as edible, was sued for personal injury caused by the negligent published information. The plaintiff’s claim failed because no duty of care was established.

Until the recent decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal in the Bre-X decision, Canadian case law in the class action field also supported this distinction. If the plaintiff suing in negligent misrepresentation interacted with an intermediary before he or she used or purchased the product, it is unlikely that the Court would certify a class action. Why? Because the duty of care will depend upon the specific relationship between each member of the class and the intermediary, and upon the specific content of the representation made to each member of the class by an intermediary. Conversely, if the representation was a standard one made to all members of the class, it is more likely that a class action will be certified. The Ontario Court of Appeal in the Bre-X decision seems to have changed all of that, at least if the claim in negligent misrepresentation is brought with another certifiable claim, especially in deceit.

The previous disinclination of a Canadian court to certify a class action is, therefore, the obverse of the Court’s inclination to establish a duty of care. The more active the relationship with potential plaintiffs, the more likely it is that a duty of care will be found, but the less likely it is that a class action will be
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Standard of Care
In the case of distribution of products over the Internet, the standard of care will likely be the same as the standard for other methods of distribution, unless there are factual and policy reasons why the standard should be different. A body of expert evidence may develop concerning the proper level of competence of Internet site operators and distributors. Those operators and distributors will effectively have the burden of demonstrating why their duty of care should be any lower, or higher, than that of other distributors. However, expert evidence will not displace a Court’s entitlement to find that a particular level of conduct does not meet the requisite standard of care where injury to the plaintiff was obvious and that such a level of conduct was not reasonable or responsible.

E-commerce may lead to the distribution of products, or advice about them, by persons who are not professionally qualified. That conduct may result in the distribution of a product, such as a standard form of will or contract, or a medicinal product, by non-professionals. In these circumstances, should the standard of care of the professional apply?

In Canada, a breach of a regulating statute is not a tort itself. Rather, the statute will be taken as evidence of negligence, or a standard of care, if breach of the statute is a cause of the resulting damage. It can be expected that regulatory standards will form the prima facie basis for the standard of care expected for product distribution to the Internet. It will likely be up to those supplying goods through the Internet to establish good reasons why that standard should not apply, or that the standard of conduct adopted by the supplier was reasonable and responsible.

The Internet would seem to be an obvious venue for the application of the defences of illegality and voluntary assumption of risk. However, these defences have been so limited in Canada that they have limited practical application.

It can be expected that regulatory standards will form the prima facie basis for the standard of care expected for product distribution to the Internet.
application. Nevertheless, Internet users can check other sources of information in a matter of moments and without exerting more effort than it takes to manipulate a mouse. Most people who use the Internet regularly are aware that it is a rich environment for spoofs and hoaxes, and information should not necessarily be taken at face value. Accordingly, it may be that the Courts will be much more willing to apply the defences of illegality and voluntary assumption of risk in the context of the Internet than in more traditional environments.

The same may be true with respect to unreasonable reliance. Reliance may be so unreasonable as to negate the duty of care altogether. However, the traditional Canadian approach is that “reliance” that is “unreasonable simply goes to reducing damages otherwise recoverable by the plaintiff; it does not go to cancelling the prima facie liability of the defendant.”

**Jurisdictional and Choice of Law Issues and the Internet**

Issues relating to jurisdiction and the Internet have most recently and authoritatively been addressed in Canada in *Braintech Inc. v. Costiuk.* In this case, the British Columbia Court of Appeal quoted extensively from the leading American decision in *Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Distribution Company Inc.*

In *Zippo*, the defendant operated a website and an Internet news service. Subscribers to the defendant’s website and Internet news service contracted with the defendant by visiting its website and filling out an application. The plaintiff, located in Pennsylvania, contended that the Pennsylvania Courts had jurisdiction over the defendant, which carried on business in California. In concluding that the Pennsylvania Court could exercise personal jurisdiction over the defendant, the Court held that the determination of personal jurisdiction is dependent upon the “nature and quality of commercial activity” that a defendant conducts over the Internet. The Court formulated a sliding scale to measure the nature and quality of the defendant’s Internet activity. As discussed above, at one end of the scale the defendant conducts an active business over the Internet. At the other end of the scale a defendant simply posts information on the Internet. In the middle are interactive websites where a user can exchange information with a host computer. The Court concluded that, in the first situation, the defendant is doing business in the Court’s territory, and accordingly is subject to the Court’s jurisdiction, whereas in the second situation, where only a posting occurs, there is no active business being carried on in the Court’s territory and there is no jurisdiction over the defendant. In the middle case, the obtaining of jurisdiction will be fact specific. According to *Zippo*, a website avails itself to a jurisdiction where the defendant enters into contracts with residents of that jurisdiction that involve those residents in repeated transmissions of computer files to the defendant over the Internet. A passive website, on the other hand, does little more than make information available to those who are interested in it, and as such does not subject itself to the exercise of personal jurisdiction by a foreign Court.

In Braintech, the British Columbia Court of Appeal relied extensively upon *Zippo* in determining whether or not there was a real and substantial connection between the State of Texas and the Canadian defendant. The plaintiff, a technology company resident in British Columbia and doing business in various jurisdictions in the United States, brought an action in Texas against a resident of British Columbia, alleging that the defendant had published defamatory information about the plaintiff on an Internet bulletin board. The defendant had no connection with the State of Texas. The material in question was not aimed at residents of the State of Texas, nor had it been read by any residents of that State. The plaintiff obtained a default Judgment in Texas against the defendant. When that Judgment was sought to be enforced in British Columbia, the British Columbia Court of Appeal held that the assertion of personal jurisdiction by the Texas Court over the defendant was improper and ought not to be recognized in British Columbia.

In applying the principle that there must be a real and substantial connection between Texas and the defendant before the Texas Judgment would be enforced, the Court quoted extensively from *Zippo*. The Court concluded that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over the defendant by the Texas Court was improper, as the bulletin board in question was a “passive” posting of information that was not for any commercial purpose. In addition, the Court was concerned that enforcing a default Judgment obtained in Texas on the deemed use of an electronic bulletin board would encourage a multiplicity of actions wherever the Internet is available.

*Braintech* does not directly consider whether a Canadian Court would have jurisdiction over a foreign defendant for Internet postings. However, since the Court determined that a passive website “does not constitute a real and substantial presence in the forum state”, it would appear that the active/passive analysis performed in *Zippo* and applied in *Braintech* will be helpful in
determining whether there was a real and substantial connection created by electronic connections, and therefore both whether a Court should itself exercise jurisdiction, or recognize the jurisdiction of a foreign Court. In Pro-C Computer Ltd. v. Computer City Inc. the opposite conclusion was reached than that made in Braintech, even though the active/passive distinction was accepted as a good working hypothesis. The issue was whether the plaintiff had made “use” in Canada of its trade-mark through its passive website in the U.S.A. In holding that the “determination of the existence of ‘use’ in Canada requires a holistic approach,” the Court concluded as follows:

“The www.computercity.com website exists for the entire Computer City market. It is part of their merchandising effort with respect to the Canadian market – invariably, Canadians will reach out into cyberspace and access the webpage – although www.computer.city.com is a passive website, that fact alone cannot decide the issue of use and jurisdiction. The site must be seen in the context of the overall merchandising strategy of Computer City given the existence of a store locator service to Canadians, the exposure of Canadians to the website and the phenomena of cross-border shopping, one cannot rule out the possibility of Canadians purchasing a WINGEN even though the product was not sold in the Canadian stores. The use of the WINGEN trade-mark at www.computercity.com is, for the reasons enunciated, a “use” in Canada and therefore comes within the ambit of The Trademarks Act. The primary geographic factors which determine both the issue of jurisdiction and the law which applies to liability will be the place where the defendants’ wrongful conduct occurred, the place where the product was purchased or obtained, the place where the damage occurred and/or the place where the defendant carries on business. In the initial decision of a Court to accept an action for trial, those factors are determined by the provision of that Court’s Rules of Civil Procedure which entitle that Court to assume jurisdiction if the tort is committed, the damage is sustained, or the defendant carries on business in that province. Even if those Rules confer initial jurisdiction, the Court may decline jurisdiction if the courts of another province or state may more conveniently try the claim.

The places where the plaintiff’s damage and the defendant’s manufacturing activity occurred are unlikely to be affected by the Internet interface between the parties. But that interface may have an important bearing on the defendants’ liability, or on where the defendant carries on business. If, on the Braintech analysis, the maintenance of an active website means that the defendant is conducting business wherever its customers are located, that will result in the defendant being subjected to the jurisdiction of many provinces and states. In addition, if the defendant’s Internet statements about its product – the warnings it gave or failed to give, or the alleged deceitful statements it made – are the important elements in determining liability, again a Court may well determine that the substance of the alleged wrong or damage occurred where the Internet interactive website was activated by the plaintiff. In a similar fashion, when it comes to enforcing an Ontario Judgment in the Court of another province or state, the decisions of Braintech and Zippo have shown that the “location” of the Internet interface may be a pivotal factor in that other Court holding that there was a real and substantial connection between the claim and Ontario. Tolofson v. Jensen established that, in the common-law provinces, the law of the place where the tort occurred is the law that should be applied. The statements made on the defendant’s website may influence the Court’s decision about where the defendant carried on business. Similarly, the “location” of the Internet interface may influence the decision about where the substance of the tort really occurred. If the real allegation about the defendant’s product concerns the sufficiency of the defendant’s warnings, or the alleged deceitfulness of the defendant’s statements about the product, then a Court may well hold that the law of the place where those warnings or disclosures to the plaintiff were really made should be applied. Again, the passive or active nature of the defendant’s website may be a critical factor in that determination.

Can Liability Be Excluded Over the Internet?
Canadian Courts are willing to enforce agreements arising from “click-wrap” contracts made through the Internet. In the Rudder case, the Court accepted the defendant’s argument that, by clicking “I agree”, the plaintiff had accepted the terms of the Internet contract. Since all the terms of the agreement were presented in the same format, they were all equally binding, and the online
agreement was “not materially different from a multi-page written document which requires a party to turn the pages.” However, if the website does not require the user to expressly accept terms and conditions on the website before using it, then the mere fact that terms are shown on the website will likely not constitute a sufficient acceptance. Thus, in TicketMaster Corp. v. Tickets.com, terms and conditions at the bottom of a home page, which could not be seen unless the user scrolled down to the bottom of the page, and which did not require the user to accept the conditions, were held not binding upon the user. Similarly, in North American Systemshops Ltd. v. King, the Alberta Court accepted the purchaser’s argument that it was not bound by the licence statements contained in a mass-marketed software program because they were not brought to his attention at the time that he paid for the product.

If the Internet access does impose a contract on the plaintiff, then a Canadian Court will not allow the plaintiff to escape the jurisdictional, choice of law, or limitation clause merely by suing in tort. Accordingly, if the website stipulates a contract of sale or licence between the distributor and website user, then the provisions of that contract, both as to the liability, and as to the choice of law and jurisdiction, will apply to the user. Even if there is no contract between the plaintiff and the defendant, the terms posted on the website may still provide warnings and other information by which the Internet distributor may reasonably limit the basis of its liability to the user. Subject to statutory provisions to the contrary, a defendant can, at least with respect to representations, state the basis upon which it makes its distribution, and thereby influence the question of whether the defendant owed a duty of care.

Furthermore, a distributor is entitled, indeed obliged, to provide warnings to potential users of the product about the appropriate use, and the damages associated with the product. In these circumstances, it seems reasonable that it can effectively do so on a website. Thirdly, in considering the issue of voluntary assumption of risk, Canadian Courts have said that, in exceptional circumstances a plaintiff may be taken to have voluntarily accepted risk; furthermore, factors going to risk can influence the duty and standard of care owed by the defendants. Again, it seems reasonable that a distributor should be able to state on a website factors going to risk, and that a user should be able to accept those factors through a website.

Fourthly, Canadian law has recently recognized that contractual limitation clauses may be relied upon by third parties to a contract. In this process, the privity of contract rule has been substantially eroded. A contractual term may be relied upon by the third party if it is clear that it was intended to apply to that third party, and the activities giving rise to the claim falls within the intended scope and application of the term. In these circumstances, a limitation of liability to which an Internet user agrees may provide a defence for a much broader group of entities than the website operator with which the agreement was made.

With this background, it is clear that the wording on a website may substantially influence the basis of tort liability of the website distributor to the public. The distributor is entitled to state the way and the circumstances in which the product is to be used, and failure to abide by those instructions would likely be a defence, assuming that the plaintiff ought reasonably to have been aware of and followed those instructions. How much further a notification on a website might negate an existence of a duty of care, or change the standard of care, will be a matter of considerable doubt in every case. The doubt will arise because of the very wide distribution which the product may achieve through the Internet, and the impact of local laws with respect to limitations of liability.

In view of this uncertainty, an Internet distributor may have considerable doubts about the degree or extent to which it has limited its liability to the plaintiff through statements contained on its website, absent an express contractual relationship of some sort with the plaintiff. In these circumstances, a distributor of products over the Internet may well insist on an express contractual relationship with the user through a “click-I accept” system, or on an express waiver, limitation of liability or acceptance of warnings, through a click “I accept” system.
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